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Abstract
Over the last fifty years, diffusion researchers have sought to explain why the rate of
adoption of an innovation varies over time. Some innovations are adopted quickly as
compared to others, which take decades for adoption. However, the rate of adoption
of an innovation is observed to follow the 'S-curve'.
Diffusion modeling is an approach to analyse the process of diffusion of innova-
tion. Several diffusion models have been developed to predict the penetration curves
while many other models are developed to explain the complexities of the underlying
diffusion process. From the commercial perspective, diffusion modeling is of interest
to managers because of its ability to predict sales of a product. Moreover, managers
use diffusion models to chalk out strategies for successful product management.
This thesis classifies the two diffusion modeling approaches: aggregate and indi-
vidual. In aggregate modeling approach, the target market is aggregated and analyzed
as a whole. Models are developed to forecast sales, analyze the effects of marketing
efforts, examine the effects technology interactions, and study cross country diffusion.
In individual modeling approach, diffusion is investigated at the consumer-level. The
Models incorporate individual preferences in adoption decisions and study various
effects of social structure and communication patterns. We analyze these models and
discuss its strengths and weaknesses. Beyond this, we identify some of the uncon-
quered problems of multi-product interactions and show the importance of diffusion
modeling in this new frontier.
Thesis Supervisor: James M. Utterback
Title: David J. McGrath jr(1959) Professor of Management and Innovation and Pro-
fessor of Engineering Systems
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Imagine that you have been hired as a marketing manager of a new startup that is just
about to launch a new cosmetic for women. Due to monetary constraints, the chief
executive officer of the company has decided to first target a small geographic region.
You have been given a fixed marketing budget and your goal is to maximise sales in
the next six months. The chief executive thinks that you should use your marketing
budget to advertise in the local television and in the local newspaper. Intuitively,
you feel that target sampling (where sampling is targeted at opinion leaders in the
society) will be the best bang for the buck. How will you argue your case?
This is hypothetical scenario but in reality marketing managers have to face such
tough questions regarding product sales and strategy. On the other hand, not all
innovations are successful in the market. Some innovations are rapidly adopted while
some other take decades to be adopted (see figure 1-1). Internet, cellphone and
VCRs are some examples of innovations that enjoyed rapid rate of adoption. While
electricity, telephone, clothes washer are some examples of innovations that took
decades to penetrate 80% of the US households. So what explains this phenomena?
Can we accurately forecast the adoption rate?
Such questions have puzzled diffusion researchers. A lot of research has been done
analyzing the process of diffusion of innovation and its relationship with firms' capa-
bilities and competitive strategy. Rogers put forth a theory to explain diffusion of
innovation (Rogers [1]). Utterback analysed the relationship between firm's compet-
11
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itive environment and the patterns of innovation (Utterback [2]). Diffusion modeling
is another widely researched area which seeks to explain the diffusion patterns and
also predict the rate of diffusion.
Early diffusion models were generally developed for forecasting. One of the highly
influential models was developed by Frank Bass. His model, popularly known as the
Bass Model, is widely influential in marketing and management science. It is primarily
used for predicting sales of consumer durables but it also describes the underlying
mechanism of diffusion (Bass [3]). Several extensions of Bass Models were developed
to explain the effects of marketing, technology substitution and cross-country effects
on diffusion. Another stream of research is in technology interaction which basically
deals with effects of technologies on each others' diffusion. Pistorius and Utterback
investigate the interactions between technologies and propose a framework and model
to analyse their influences (Pistorius and Utterback [4]). Most of these models are
based on aggregation of sales data and analysing the market as a whole. In recent
years, there has been increasing focus on analysing diffusion at the individual-level.
The agent based modeling approach which models individual's behavior has become
the epicenter of diffusion modeling.
1.1 Objective and Methodology
The objective of this thesis is to review literature in diffusion modeling, categorize
diffusion models based on their approach to modeling and finally identify new areas for
research. Though there are several review (Mahajan et al. [5], Parker [6], Meade and
Islam [7], Peres et al. [8]) literature available on diffusion modeling, all of them focus
on models based on aggregation techniques. In our report, we categorize literature
based on modeling techniques(aggregate or individual) and extend our review into
individual-level models.
The research method employed here is to search, review and analyze the key ideas.
The intention of this thesis is not to provide an exhaustive search and review of all the
published literature in this field. Instead the aim is to identify key ideas, methods,
13
and models that have significantly changed the direction of research. The primary
approach that will be employed in this thesis is to identify key work in this field, trace
references and citations, follow key authors and identify relevant studies.
1.2 Thesis Organization
In this thesis we first review the fundamentals of diffusion in Chapter 2. Next we
review diffusion models based on their approach to modeling. In Chapter 3, we
review models based on aggregation approach. In Chapter 4, we review models based
on individual approach. In Chapter 5, we identify topics that are under researched
and that need attention.
14
Chapter 2
Dynamics of Diffusion
Diffusion of a innovation is a dynamic process involving four key elements, namely in-
novation(new product), communication channel, time and the social system (Rogers
[1]). A product is an innovation that implements a new idea and is perceived as new
by the consumer. Information about the product is spread through various commu-
nication channels to the potential consumers. Over time, the product is adopted by
individuals due to various influences within the social system. The four key elements
are part of any diffusion process [1].
In this chapter we review some of the key concepts of diffusion that will help us
understand the fundamentals of diffusion modeling.
2.1 Spread of Information
Spreading information about a new product holds the key to diffusion. Manufacturers
often use mass-media to advertise their new products. Various communication media
are used to inform the consumer about the product features, uses and benefits. This
wide usage of public mediums to influence consumers is termed as external influence.
On the other hand, individuals who have adopted the product also share their expe-
riences with other potential adopters. This word-of-mouth communication between
individuals could be positive and promoting the product, or negative and condemning
the product. This kind of influence which the manufacturers have no control over is
15
termed as internal influence. Both external and internal influence determine the rate
of adoption.
2.2 Heterogeneity in Adopters
Timing of adoption varies largely due to heterogeneity in population.
nised the heterogeneity in adopter population and compartmentalized
different categories (figure 2-1) based on their time of adoption. The
[1]:
Rogers recog-
them into five
categories are
& Innovators: These are first individuals who adopt the product. They are said
to be venturesome and very eager to try new ideas. They are highly educated
and are financially affluent.
* Early Adopters: These individuals are more discrete in their adoption choices.
They are socially well connected, affluent and highly educated.
/
InnovatorS fdv' lr te tasrds
2.5% Adopters MajOOty Majodty 16%
3.5% 34% 34%
Figure 2-1: Adopter Categories
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" Early Majority: Individuals in this category follow with willingness to adopt
but hardly lead.
" Late Majority: In this category, individuals adopt the product with high
degree of skepticism.
" Laggards: These individuals are last to adopt the product and are mostly
influenced by previous generations.
This compartmentalization of adopters often helps in illustrating the influences of
adopters and non-adopters. This approach assumes homogeneity within the entire
category of adopters, but in reality an individual's adoption timing may widely differ.
There are several factors that influence the adoption decision some of which are
educational status, income, price.
2.3 Diffusion Networks
Firms spread information about the product such as features, benefits, or price
through advertisements. But information such as quality, performance, or durabil-
ity of a product are obtained only through experiences of other users. Interpersonal
networks play an important role in communication of subjective evaluation of a prod-
uct. Therefore diffusion largely depends on the organization of these interpersonal
networks.
2.3.1 Opinion Leaders
Opinion leaders are individuals who are able to influence the attitude or behavior
of others towards an innovation (Rogers [1]). They have greater exposure to the
mass media and are one of the early adopters. They use their extensive interpersonal
links to communicate about an innovation and are considered knowledgeable and
trustworthy by their peers and followers. Opinion leader's positive word-of-mouth
communication about the innovation accelerates diffusion but a negative word-of-
mouth tends to have containing effect on the diffusion process. Therefore they play
17
an important role in the diffusion of innovation. Rogers cites several examples of how
working through opinion leaders in a society accelerates diffusion.
2.3.2 Strength of Weak Ties
Granovetter's theory of "strength of weak ties" states that information exchange be-
tween loosely connected individuals, weak ties, are essential for diffusion to occur
across sub-groups within a social system (Granovetter [9]). The basic premise be-
hind this theory is that individuals tend to frequently exchange information among
friends(strong ties) but less frequently among acquaintances(weak ties). Information
circulates quickly among friends but there will be large overlap of information. On the
other hand, information from acquaintances is more likely to be novel and therefore
weak ties aid in diffusion of information across sub-groups.
Strong ties
Weak ties
Figure 2-2: Strong Ties and Weak Ties
2.3.3 Network Externalities
Network externalities or network effects is defined as the quality of the product whose
value or the utility increases as more number of consumers adopt it (Rogers [1]).
The utility of the product is said to be external to the individual. For example,
a telephone's utility increases when more users adopt it. Every adoption benefits
not only the previous users but also future users. The existence of this reciprocal
18
interdependence, in which early adopters influence later adopters and later adopters
influence early adopters is crucial to self-sustaining diffusion (Rogers [1]). In fact,
self-sustaining of diffusion happens when enough number of adopters or a tipping
point is reached.
Network effects are said to be of two types: direct network effects and indirect
network effects. In products with direct network effects, the value of the product
increases as more people adopt (e.g. telephone). Whereas in products with indirect
network effects, the value of the product increases when the complementary products
are adopted (e.g. DVD players).
19
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Chapter 3
Aggregate Modeling Approach
Since the foundation of diffusion of innovation theory was laid, researchers have mod-
eled diffusion by analyzing consumer behavior to forecast sales. Mathematical models
have been developed to characterize the bell-shaped adoption curve or the s-shaped
penetration curve of new products. Predominantly an aggregate modeling approach
is used to model diffusion. In aggregate modeling, diffusion models address the mar-
ket as a whole. That is, models are developed based on aggregate sales data which
are good indicators of the number of adopters. The emphasis is on aggregate sales
rather than individual adoption behavior. These models assume that there is a per-
fect mixing of individuals and that the individuals have equal chance of interacting
with each other. Therefore the differences in adoption times of individuals is not
captured. In this chapter we analyze diffusion models which use aggregation methods
to characterize new product adoption.
3.1 First-Purchase Models
Demand curve for a technology product is often bell shaped, where the demand ramps
up, peaks and then ramps down as newer products are introduced. Modeling the pen-
etration curve or the successive increases in the number of adopters is the primary
focus of many diffusion models. Sales data are a good measure of adopters' popu-
lation, but only when an individual buys the product once. First-purchase diffusion
21
models focus on such markets and assume that there are no replacement or repeat
purchases. Number of adopters in time period t depict the total sales of the product
during that period. In this section we review some of the important contributions in
first-purchase diffusion models by Fourt and Woodlock [10] and Bass [3].
Fourt and Woodlock Model
One of the earliest new product growth models was proposed by Fourt and Wood-
lock. Their model is based on the observation that the cumulative penetration curve
is exponetial in shape, and successive increments in adoption decline over time [10].
The diffusion process is assumed to be primarily driven by mass-media communica-
tion. The equation which they found to be a reasonable approximation to fit these
penetration curve is:
f(t) = rM(1 - r)'-'
where
f(t) = (change in sales in period t)/(total market potential)
r = rate of penetration of sales
M = market saturation percentage or (total potential sales)/(all buyers)
t = fixed time period
Consider an example where the market saturation percent of a new consumer
durable is 50% of all the households and the rate of penetration of sales is 15%, then
the annual rates of change in sales are:
1st year : f (t) = (0.15)(50) = 7.5%
2nd year : f(t) = (0.15)(50)(0.85) = 6.375%
3rd year : f(t) = (0.15)(50)(0.85)2 = 5.41%
25th year : f (t) = (0.15)(50)(0.85)24 = 0.15%
22
Approximately after 25 years market saturation is reached. The penetration curve
is depicted in figure 3-1.
60
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Figure 3-1: Fourt and Woodlock Penetration Curve
Note that the annual rate of change in sales exponentially declines over time. This
model has been typically applied to inexpensive packaged products where continuous
innovations have exponential trial curves [6].
Bass Model
The Bass Model has been one of the most influential in diffusion modeling. Fourt
and Woodlock [10] assume that the diffusion process is mainly driven by mass-media
communication, whereas Mansfield's model [11] assumes that the word of mouth
communication as the primary driver of diffusion. Bass was the first to combine the
effect of mass-media and word of mouth communication. The adopters are categorized
into two groups - innovators and imitators. Innovators are influenced by mass-media
communication, or external influence, and imitators are influenced by word of mouth
communication, or internal influence. The underlying conceptual adoption structure
is shown in figure 3-2. The corresponding penetration curve is depicted as the S-
shaped curve.
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Figure 3-2: Conceptual Adoption Stucture of Bass Model
Source: Mahajan, Muller, Bass [5]
The differential equation that captures the growth of a new consumer durable is
given by:
dN(t) N(t)
n(t) p = (m - N(t)) +q (m - N(t))
dt
where n(t) is the number of adopters at time t, N(t) is the cumulative number
of adopters up to time t not including t, m is the total market potential and p
and q are the coefficients of innovation and imitation respectively. The model is
based on the assumptions that the products are purchased infrequently and there
are no repeat purchases. Therefore market potential will be composed of m initial
purchases. Secondly, the initial purchases are made by both category of adopters,
"innovators" and "imitators". Innovators are venturesome and daring people who
are not influenced by the previous buyers whereas imitators are influenced by the
number of previous buyers.
In the first time period of sales, cumulative adopters are said to be zero and the
equations are derived as:
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1st year: N(1) = 0
n(1) = pm
2nd year: N(2) = N(1) + n(1) = pm
N(2)
n(2) = p(m - N(2)) + q (m - N(2)) = pm(1 - p)(1+ q)
ith year : N(i) = N(i - 1) + n(i - 1)
N(i)
n(i) = p(m - N(i)) + q m (m - N(i))
As we can see from the above equations, p is the probability of initial purchase
and q times N(i)/m reflects the pressure on the remaining adopters as the number of
adopters grow. The penetration curve is asymmetric and the inflection point depends
on the parameter values. One of the key strengths of the Bass Model is the ability
to predict the time of peak sales and the magnitude of peak sales. Let t* and n(t*)
represents the time of peak sales and magnitude of peak sales respectively then
t* = 1 ln(q/p)
p~q
n(t*) = m(p+q)'
4q
Estimating the appropriate values for m, p and q is an important concern of the
managers.
Parameter Estimation
The Bass Model is primarily used to forecast sales of a new product. Three parame-
ters, p, q and m, need to be estimated before forecasting. There are several methods
to estimate these variables. When no prior diffusion data are available, market po-
tential (m) is estimated by various sources of information such as market surveys,
previous sales data or guestimates by management. The coefficients are estimated
based on management judgement or algebraic estimation procedures or borrowing
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from related products. The algebraic estimation procedures require guessing some
key parameters like the peak time and magnitude of adoption (Mahajan and Sharma
[121) or estimating the sum of p + q coefficients (Lawrence and Lawton [13]).
If diffusion data are available then parameters can be estimated by one of the
several mathematical techniques. Time invariant estimation techniques like ordinary
least square(OLS), maximum-likelihood estimation(MLE), nonlinear least square(NLLS)
or time variant estimation techniques like Bayesian estimation, feedback filters can be
employed to determine the parameters. Putsis and Srinivasan [14] summarize these
estimation techniques with respect to various modeling approaches.
Extensions of The Bass Model
The Bass Model is probably one of the most modified models. Most extensions address
the inherent constraints within the Bass Model. Norton and Bass [15] extended the
model to incorporate the effects of successive generations of technology. They posit
that the technological products evolve over multiple generations. Each generation
represents an improvement over the earlier generation and that the market expands
as the technology improves and adopters migrate from previous generations. This
extended model over successive generations is discussed in detail in section 3.3.1.
Bass, Krishnan and Jain [16] proposed the Generalized Bass Model(GBM) to in-
corporate the effects of price and advertising. They show that if price and advertising
are kept constant, then the model simplifies to the original Bass Model. This model
is discussed in detail in section 3.2.
3.2 Marketing-Mix Models
The challenges marketing managers face with new products are how to price a new
product over its life cycle, and how much to advertise a new product over time. Un-
derstanding diffusion helps in product planning especially when marketing variables
are under managerial control. First-Purchase Models clearly lack the ability to in-
corporate the effects of marketing variables. Researchers have included marketing
26
variables in diffusion models because of their ability to influence the sales numbers.
Diffusion modeling with price(Robinson and Lakhani [17], Jain and Rao [18],
Horsky [19]) and advertising(Horsky and Simon [20], Kalish [21], Dodson and Muller
[22]) have been explicitly researched. In this section, we review some of the important
work in this feild.
Models with Price Variable
Robinson and Lakhani [17] extended the Bass Model to introduce a price function.
Their model was based on the fact that cost and sales of the product depends on
the aggregate volume of sales. They derive sales of the product by multiplying the
demand function with the price function which affects the probability of purchase.
The model is given by:
n(t) = (m - N(t))(p + qN(t))e-kP(t)
where P(t) is the price at time t and k is the price coefficient. This simplistic model
doesn't explain why or when purchase decisions are made.
Horsky [19] argues that potential adopters delay their purchases because of un-
awareness, uncertainty or in the hope for price reductions. Horsky's Model is based
on the premise that purchase decisions depend on utility maximization, households
wage rate and the price. A product might have several advantages, but a consumer
decides to buy the product only if it maximizes the net utility of the household. The
model is given by:
n(t) = (Km - N(t))(p + qN(t))
where i;= 
_ K+w )-kP(t)
11+ exp 6(*) .
P(t) represents the price of the product, w(t) is the average wage rate, 6(t) represents
the dispersion of both the distribution, K and k represent the time-saving and utility-
enhancing attribute of the new product.
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Models with Advertisement Variable
Advertising is the primary means by which a manufacturer conveys information about
a product. It serves the purpose of communicating value of the product to the inno-
vators. On the other hand word-of-mouth communication from the previous adopters
influences the imitators. The value of advertising is probably in the early stages of
the product life cycle when the innovators become aware of the product and influence
their purchase decision.
Dodson and Muller [22] argue that the total market is comprised of people who
are not aware of the product, people who are aware and yet to purchase the product,
and people who have already purchased the product. At any time a consumer is said
to be in one of these groups. People in an unaware state are influenced by the word-
of-mouth communication or advertising and move to the awareness state. A portion
of people who are aware make the purchase decision and move to the adopters pool.
These people who buy the product at time t is given by:
n(t) = m(1 - exp-|)/(1 + # m exp-Pt/1 )
where p = m + p, # is the impact of word-of-mouth communication and p is the
advertising impact. They extend this model to include repeat purchases.
Horsky and Simon studied the effects of advertising on the adopter's population
and conclude that the optimal advertising policy should be to advertise heavily during
the introduction stages of the product and to decrease advertising level as the sales
pick up and the product moves through the life-cycle [20]. They proposed a diffusion
model to take into account of advertising and its effects on the nonadopters. The
model is given by:
n(t) = P(t)[m - N(t)]
where P(t) is the conditional probability of adoption given by
P(t) = ai+/3n A(t) +yN(t)
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A(t) is the advertising spending at time t, # and -y represent the effectiveness of its
sources. The information spread through press or news media is given by a. From
the equation, we can clearly see that the probability of adoption is influenced by the
advertising budget. During the initial phases of product, the advertising budget plays
a significant role in influencing the innovators, but at later stages cumulative adopters
play a significant role.
Models with both Advertising and Price Variables
Kalish proposed a framework for modeling diffusion including price and advertis-
ing variables [21]. His model was based on a two stage diffusion process. First,
the consumer becomes aware of the product through advertising and word-of-mouth
communication. Second, the consumer makes a decision to adopt the product if the
perceived risk-adjusted value exceeds the price of the product. Advertising controls
the awareness diffusion while price controls the rate of growth of potential adopters.
He considers the population to be heterogeneous with respect to evaluation of the
product. If v is the valuation of the product, then individuals will buy the product
when price < v. The proportional density of individuals with valuation v is computed
to yield the sales of the product.
Bass, Krishnan and Jain [16] proposed the Generalized Bass Model(GBM) to
incorporate the effects of price and advertising. They introduced a current marketing
component x(t) to represent the marketing effects and extended Bass Model as follows.
dN(t) _N(t )
n(t) - dt = [p(m - N(t)) + q (m - N(t))] * x(t)
dt
The general non-negative mapping function is given by x(t). When the marketing
effort is constant(x(t) = c), GBM reduces to the Bass Model. More generally, the
mapping function is defined as
X =I 1P(t) - P(t - 1) 2A(t) - A(t - 1)
P(t - 1) A(t - 1)
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where P(t) and A(t) represents price and advertising respectively and #61 and /62 are
the coefficients of price and advertising. The rationale behind this model is based
on adoption behavior. Potential adopters who have not yet adopted at time t are
influenced by the number of previous adopters because of learning and imitation.
Therefore greater the number of previous adopters, the greater will be the influence.
On the other hand, advertising and pricing too have lagged effects, which are mapped
to x(t). This is called the "carry-through" property [16].
3.3 Multi-Technology Interaction Models
Any new technology that is introduced in the market often has to replace, com-
pete with or cooperate with other established technologies. From the new product
marketing perspective, managers need to understand the underlying complex market
dynamics to chalk out effective strategies for survival. For a long time, multi-product
interaction has been a topic of interest for diffusion researchers. In this section we
review diffusion models associated with the market dynamics of multiple, interacting
technologies.
3.3.1 Technology Substitution Models
In the diffusion literature, technology substitution is commonly referred to a new
technology replacing an older one or a successor generation of technology displacing
the older generation. Some of the early models by Blackman [23], Fisher and Pry [24],
and Sharif and Kabir [25] focus on trend forecasting of a new technology replacing the
older one. The basic method is to observe trends in market share and extrapolate the
trend into future. The mathematical formulations of these models are given in Table
3.1. The Fisher-Pry model assumes that if a technology is economically viable after
gaining a small percent of the market share, then it will proceed to 100% substitution
[24]. Blackman, on the other hand, assumes that substitution will proceed only to
a certain maximum attainable market share [23]. Sharif and Kabir extended the
Blackman/Fisher-Pry model to include a delay factor.
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Model Equation
Blackman Model in F - = C1 + C2t
-f- l C2 t
Fisher-Pry Model - e
Sharif and Kabir Model 1i -y ± oT = C1 ± C2 t
Table 3.1: Summary of Trend Extrapolation Models
Norton-Bass Model
High-technology products such as microprocessors and video game consoles continu-
ously replace older ones. Figure 3-3 depicts the unit sales of successive generations of
video game consoles. As we can see, newer generations of video game consoles replace
the older technology and also expand the market. Market expansion is mainly due
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Figure 3-3: Unit sales of video game consoles
Source: Console Wars, The Economist, 2002
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0
to consumers substituting the older consoles for the newer consoles, or consumers
buying the newer consoles who otherwise would have bought older consoles. Norton
and Bass extended the Bass Model to capture the cannibalization effect of successive
generations of technology. Sales of successive generations of product at time t are
given by [15]:
Si(t) = m1F1(t) - m1F1(t)F2 (t - T2)
S2 (t) = m 2 F2 (t - T2) +m1F1 (t)F 2 (t -72)
where Si(t) represents the sales of the ith generation of the product, mi and m 2
represents the market potential served by the respective generation of the product,
T2 is the time of introduction of 2nd generation of product and
F = 11 - e-p+q)t
1 + (q/p)e-(p+q)t
This system of equations could be extended to any number of generations of technol-
ogy. The p and q coefficients could either be same across generations or vary across
generations.
3.3.2 Multi-Mode Technology Interaction Framework
The interaction between technologies is often not limited to competition, or newer
technology replacing the older one. To get a bigger picture, one needs to analyse
both the positive and negative effects of the two or more interacting technologies.
Pistorius and Utterback formulated a multi-mode interaction framework to broadly
capture the dynamics of multi-technology interactions [4]. The interactions between
technologies are broadly categorised into three modes based on the effects on their
growth rates. For example consider the interactions between an emerging technology
and an existing technology. Each technology could have either a positive or negative
effect on the growth of the other. The resulting interaction modes are:
* Pure Competition: Both existing and emerging technologies have negative
influence on the others' growth, e.g. Coke versus Pepsi.
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" Symbiosis: Both existing and emerging technologies have positive influence
on the others' growth, e.g. Intel microprocessors versus Microsoft operating
systems.
" Predator-Prey: In this case the emerging technology has a positive influence
on the existing technology while the existing technology has negative influence
on emerging technology or the emerging technology has negative influence and
the existing technology has positive influence on the others' growth, e.g. Apple's
iphone versus RIM's Blackberry.
The multi-mode framework is illustrated in Table 3.2. Two possible types of
predator-prey interaction can occur depending on which technology is the predator.
Moreover the interactions between technologies could shift from one mode to another
over time.
Bayus, Kim and Shocker [26] extend this interaction framework to include a third
neutral influence dimension to describe the interactions between technologies. They
add five more modes to this framework. Four of which are uni-directional modes and
a fifth independent product mode in which the two technologies have neutral influence
on each other and do not directly affect each other's sales.
Effect of Emerging Technology on Exist-
ing Technology
Positive Negative
Effect of Existing Positive Symbiosis Predator-Prey
Technology on
Emerging Technology Negative Predator-Prey Pure Competition
Table 3.2: Multi-mode technology interaction framework
Source: Pistorius and Utterback [4]
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3.3.3 Lotka-Volterra Model for Multi-Mode Technology In-
teraction
The multi-mode technology interaction framework captures the dynamics of technol-
ogy interactions in three different modes, namely symbiosis, pure-competition and
predator-prey interactions. In order to mathematically model these interactions,
Pistorius and Utterback adapted the Lotka-Volterra system of equations from bi-
ological eco-systems. In biological eco-systems, Lotka-Volterra equations are used
to describe the predator-prey interactions between species. Based on this premise,
the Lotka-Volterra equations were modified to capture all three modes of technology
interactions. The modified system of equations for technology i and j are [27]:
dN.
ni(t) == a N - bjNj2 cjNjN
and
nj (t) = dN = aN - bN k c - N.Nj
dt 3 ?,
where ni(t) and nj(t) represent the sales at time t, Ni and Nj represent the cumula-
tive sales, and a-coefficients and b-coefficients are positive, whereas the coupling coef-
ficients, c-coefficients, are allowed to vary their sign based on the type of interaction.
A symbiotic interaction will have positive signs for the c-coefficients, pure-competition
will have negative signs, and predator-prey interaction will have one positive and one
negative sign for the c-coefficients. The general solution for this equation is given by:
T~(t±1 = - aiT()e  (t )
Ti(t + 1) sii(eai-l)T1 -i jT (t)
where sij is +1 for positive influence and -1 for negative influence. One of the
advantage of this solution is that it can be easily implemented on a spread sheet.
Assuming that the c-coefficients to be constants may limit the dynamics of interaction
to a particular mode. In reality, the interactions between technologies may change
from one mode to another. To accommodate this, the c-coefficients need to be varying.
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Escobido [28] in his masters thesis investigated a variable competition coefficient based
on the cost and benefit of the competition. The cost and benefit are modeled based
on the density (size) of interactions, and he shows that varying competition coefficient
yields a richer set of possible interactions.
3.4 Multi-Market Models
As the footprints of companies grow beyond borders, more products are being launched
in foreign markets. Introducing products in multiple markets and doing business in
multiple countries raises more questions for marketing managers. Some of the many
fundamental questions that arise are: what is the global market potential for the
product, what are the cross-country influences on diffusion, and which market to
enter first. Diffusion modeling is very well suited to answer these questions and to
address many of the managerial problems related to cross-country diffusion.
Extensions of the Bass Model have been successfully applied to estimate diffusion
rate across countries. Gatignon, Eliashberg and Robertson [29] extend the Bass
Model to include country specific characteristics that affect the rate and level of
sales. According to them, the characteristics that affect diffusion are cosmopolitanism,
mobility and sex roles. Cosmopolitanism is defined as the degree of external influence.
Cosmopolitans are individuals who have tendency to bring external information to
their social system. Countries with higher degree of cosmopolitanism are said to show
greater propensity to innovate. Mobility is the indicator of internal social interactions.
Robust infrastructure with number of stores and availability of highways improve
penetration of innovation. Sex role is described as the role of women in society. More
women in the labor force is associated with higher income rates and inclinations for
time-saving versus time-consuming innovations. They develop a model based on the
Bass Model where the country specific determinants are linked with the propensities
to innovate and imitate. They analyze six new products across countries, and find that
in countries with high degree of cosmopolitanism the diffusion pattern is exponential
rather than following a logistic curve.
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Many researchers have focused on differences in cultural and social norms be-
tween countries and also on the timing of introduction of products between countries.
Dekimpe, Parker and Sarvary [30] summarize some of the empirical generalizations
in multi-market diffusion research. They are:
" Wealth of the country has a positive effect on the speed of diffusion within that
country.
" Countries where products are introduced later experience faster diffusion of
innovation due to cross-country learning effects.
" Cross-country influences are not homogeneous. Learning effects across countries
could depend on geographical distance and similarity in culture and economic
position. Also the cross-country communications may not be symmetrical and
uniform.
" Heterogeneity in a social-system negatively affects diffusion.
A Managers dilemma with a global product is whether to introduce the product
simultaneously in all target countries (sprinkler strategy), or to introduce the product
serially in target countries (waterfall strategy). Interactions between countries have
an effect on the diffusion process based on the timing of introduction. Simultaneous
effects are seen in the sprinkler strategy and lead-lag/lag-lead effects are seen in the
waterfall strategy. Kumar and Krishnan [31] extend the Generalized Bass Model
to capture all three effects of interaction. They model the mapping function in the
Generalized Bass Model as:
x(t) = 1 + (b21 * change at time t in diffusion force of Country2 )
where b21 measures the impact of Country 2's diffusion on Country 1's diffusion. The
diffusion force is said to be the cumulative adoption at time t. They empirically
demonstrate that the model can explain the lead-lag/lag-lead and simultaneous effect
on the diffusion pattern.
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3.5 Discussion
Aggregate approaches to diffusion modeling are parsimonious in nature and have di-
rect applications in marketing. These diffusion models are commonly used to forecast
sales and to make strategic decisions for pre-launch and post-launch of new prod-
ucts. Managers can estimate the sales and accordingly build their supply-chain and
plan their marketing tactics. The impact of strategic decisions like timing of succes-
sive generations of product, or introduction of products in different countries, can be
modeled and evaluated before execution of the strategy. Other applications of these
models include estimating pirated sales and determination of the market value of a
business [32].
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Chapter 4
Individual-level Modeling
Approach
In the previous chapter, we reviewed several aggregate-level diffusion models which
were based on market aggregation. Analyzing the market as a whole presents a macro-
level view of diffusion. Typical uses of these models include forecasting sales, planning
for distribution and supply chain, developing firm strategies, and determining timing
of successive product launches. However, individual-level diffusion modeling com-
mands attention over aggregate approach for the following reasons.
Need for explanatory power. The aggregation approach has its own benefits,
but these models do not take into account individual adoption behavior and therefore
lack the ability to explain some of the social phenomenon and answer what-if type
of questions. The complexities of real-world diffusion patterns involving product
failures, viral phenomenon, oscillations or chasm in product life-cycle are beyond the
explanatory power of these aggregate models. Kiesling et al. [33] further argue that
the internal and external influence interpretation of Bass-type models are appealing,
but these may not reflect the reality of the underlying mechanisms of diffusion process.
Need for emphasis on heterogeneity in population. In general, the po-
tential adopters population is heterogeneous. Variations in income, age, education
level, lifestyle and other consumer preferences lead to variations in individual adop-
tion times. Bass-type aggregate models assume homogeneity and perfect mixing of
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individuals in the potential adopter population. Some of these limitations were ad-
dressed in models which included wage-rate distribution (Horsky [19]), propensity to
buy (Bemmaor [34]) etc. However this compartmental approach still assumes perfect
mixing of individuals.
Need for emphasis on social structure and influence. Information dis-
semination within the social structure is indistinguishable in aggregate models. A
communication network consists of interconnected individuals [1]. Several attributes
of the communication network such as opinion leadership [1], and communication
proximity [9] affect the speed of diffusion. Such communication influences are never
accommodated in an aggregate approach.
Diffusion modeling at the individual-level models the stochastic individual be-
havior with complex rules of social interactions. Heterogeneity in every dimension
of consumer behavior adds more complexity in modeling. The resulting emergent
phenomena are a consequence of interactions of individuals. Emergence is counter
intuitive and can be explained only through micro-modeling [35].
In this chapter, we examine restricted individual-level micro-models and then
agent-based models. We will discuss the key modeling aspects, applications and
limitations.
4.1 Restricted Individual-level Models
Adoption timing of an innovation varies due to heterogeneity in the population. An
array of individual-level micro-models has been developed by Roberts and Urban
[36], Oren and Schwartz [37], Chatterjee and Eliashberg [38], Song and Chintagunta
[39], and others to address consumer heterogeneity. We refer to these as restricted
individual-level models, because of their limited approach to incorporate individual
behavior attributes and lack of emphasis on social structure and social influence.
Constructions of these models are based on three components: a utility function,
utility updating process, and a decision option based on the utility [36]. A utility
function describes consumer behavior or preferences and changes over time as more
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information regarding the product is available. Heterogeneity in population is incor-
porated within the consumer behavior or preference attribute. An updating process
is employed to account for the change in perception of the utility. Most commonly,
Bayesian learning is used to update the utility function. Finally, a decision to adopt
or not is made based on the expected value of the utility. These individual adoption
decisions predict the timing of adoption, which is then aggregated over the potential
adopters to generate the penetration curve.
Roberts and Urban [36] developed a multi-attribute model of consumer preference.
Their primary focus was on the dynamics of consumer brand choice. A brand is a set
of associations which lives in the minds of the consumers. It is unique, timeless and
most importantly creates transactions. A brand signals product positioning, quality
and credibility. According to them, consumers are constantly risk-averse, therefore
they choose a brand that provides them with the maximum risk-adjusted expected
utility. The consumer risk-adjusted preference function is given by
K
= X - = yi - O-
1
where Yik represents the amount of attribute k in brand j, Wk is the relative importance
of attribute k, o-i is the variance/uncertainty of consumer beliefs about brand j,
r is the consumer's risk-aversion parameter and Xj represents the mean expected
utility. Change in belief about the brand is updated in two distinct ways. First, the
word of mouth communication might have positive or negative effect on the mean
expected utility. Second, uncertainty around the product might be decreased as new
information is available. Using Bayesian estimation theory, new mean expected utility
and probability of individual purchase is computed. A consumer will choose brand j,
if Xi > Xi. Logit formulation is used to derive the conditional probability of choosing
brand j at any time. Expected market share and sales are computed by aggregating
the probabilities of individual purchase. Roberts and Urban apply this model to
pre-launch forecasting of a new luxury automobile and report acceptable accuracy of
forecasts.
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R r aChatterjee and Song and Chinta-Robert and Urban Oren and Schwartz Eliashberg gunta
Consumer durables.
Applicable to any new Consumer durable.
Market Focus Consumer durables product that is a po- Consumer durable No repeat purchases
tential substitute for
the current product
Brand, Price, Qual-
Utility attributes Brand Performance Performance and ity and Product Avail-Price ability
Utility Updating Bayesian Learning Bayesian Learning Bayesian Learning Bayesian Learning
Process
Applications Pre-launch of new lux- Pilot study in a exper- Digital camera pur-
ury automobile imental setup chases
Table 4.1: Comparison of Restricted Individual Models
Oren and Schwartz [37] argue that when consumers have a choice between the
current product and a new product they are uncertain about the new product's per-
formance. Consumers learn about the product and the product's performance from
the manufacturer and from the experience of previous adopters. The utility of the
product is determined based on the success rate and the individual's risk-aversion
capability. Success rate characterizes the performance of the new product #,, (uncer-
tain) and the current product 0c (known). Heterogeneity is considered with respect to
risk-aversion parameter, which is assumed to be exponentially distributed across the
population. Bayesian learning is used to update the utility of the product. Market
share is given by
dw(t)
dt ykA(1 - w)wdi
where w is the market share, A is the flow of consumers(includes repeat customers),
-y is the risk-aversion parameter and k represents a parameter depending on initial
perceptions of 4,, and #,. Market share is observed to follow a logistic curve.
Chatterjee and Eliashberg [38] extend Oren and Schwartz's model to include price.
Their model is based on the premise that potential adopters evaluate the new product
along two attributes: performance and price. Prior to adoption, a consumer is aware
of the price, but is uncertain of the product performance. Over time, performance
beliefs are revised as new information arrives and an individual would adopt the
product based on their risk profile. In general, an individual is said to be risk-averse
and that the degree may vary across the entire population. The utility of the product
is a function of performance and price and is represented as
U(xi, p) = 1 - exp(-cXi) - kp
where Xi represents the uncertainty in performance after i units of information, p
is the price, c is the coefficient of risk aversion and k is the relative importance of
price. Bayes rule is used to update the performance perception as new information
is received. A consumer adopts the product when his expectation of the performance
exceeds the sum of "risk hurdle" and "price hurdle". Chatterjee and Eliashberg
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illustrate their model with a pilot study in an experimental setting.
One of the limitations of Chatterjee and Eliashberg's Model is that the price is
assumed to be a constant. As firms continually improve their manufacturing process,
the price of a durable product is expected to fall over time. A forward-looking con-
sumer, in anticipation of price fall or quality improvements may delay their purchase.
Song and Chintagunta [39] incorporate such consumers' forward-looking behavior in
their model and argue that this will lengthen the time to takeoff and the shape of
the aggregate sales pattern. They further argue that the price dynamics affect the
composition of the potential adopters over time and that the price changes in one
period can effect future demand. The utility function of a product incorporates the
brand, price, quality, and product availability over time. They derive the consumer
value of buying a product by including observable variables as lifetime benefit of
the product, income of the consumer, and seasonal effects on product purchase. A
consumer chooses to either buy the product or not at time t if the current value of
the product exceeds the future expected value. Song and Chintagunta apply this
model to consumer durables like digital cameras and illustrate the effects of delay in
purchases in anticipation of price fall on aggregate sales.
4.2 Agent Based Models
Agent-based models(ABM) are a class of computational models that are used as an
alternative to other modeling techniques based on differential equations or statistical
models in diffusion research [40]. It is also called individual-based models. It employs
powerful simulation techniques to simulate the actions and interactions of individual
independent agents. The non-intuitive emergent phenomena that result from the
interactions of the agents makes agent based modeling a popular choice for modeling
individual behavior. Other reasons for agent based modeling's popularity include
restrictive or unrealistic assumptions imposed by alternate modeling techniques and
its natural fit for describing real-world problems. Several applications and benefits of
agent based modeling have been discussed by Bankes [40], Bonabeau [35], Garcia [41]
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and others. In diffusion research, agent based models have been applied to study the
effects of network externalities, word of mouth communication, tipping points, viral
marketing effects etc.
4.2.1 Fundamentals of Agent-Based Modeling
Agent based models are best suited for problems where the individual is the natural
unit of analysis and where both the micro-level behavior of the individuals and the
emerging macro-level patterns of interactions between these individuals are of interest.
An agent is loosely defined to represent either an individual or collective entity. The
characteristic features of agents are (Epstein [421, Macal and North [43]):
" Autonomous: agents are autonomous units capable of making independent
decisions. They interact with other agents, exchange information and there is
no central control over individual behavior.
" Heterogeneous: like humans, agents can have multiple attributes such as age,
sex, income, preferences etc. Each agent can differ from others on any of these
dimensions.
" Social Network: agents are organized in various topologies of social network
structure. The network structure defines the connections (relationships) be-
tween agents. This affects the communication patterns between agents and
therefore influence the overall outcome of the system.
" Social Influence: individual agents are capable of displaying complex set of
social behavior. Agents are interactive, goal-directed, adaptive, and reactive
and thereby influence other agents within their social neighborhood. They
communicate with each other and influence decision-making by exchanging in-
formation. This social influence is key to the emergence phenomena of the
system. Agents have goals to achieve but they do not necessarily have to max-
imise their objective. They react and adapt to the situations and learn from
the past.
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Every agent has a state that varies over time. Dynamic interactions with other
agents affect the behavior and the state of the agent. The micro-level behavior of
the individuals or agents are modeled as a set of rules. Rules maybe applied to each
individual agent or all agents. Typically rules are 'if-then-else' statements which the
agents continuously monitor. On satisfying a condition, the agents execute the related
action.
Agent environment defines the space within which agents operate. Depending on
the social network structure, proximity between agents may be assigned. Location of
an agent can be defined explicitly (fixed location in the geometrical space) or implicitly
(location is irrelevant). Incorporating location into modeling helps simulate real-world
scenarios.
4.2.2 Social Network Topologies
In Agent-based modeling, agents interact with each other in some fixed social network
structure. The network structure defines the relationships between agents. In innova-
tion diffusion, the network structure forms the core of diffusion processes. Adoption
decisions depend on communicated experiences of other adopters. Network topol-
ogy defines how individuals are connected with each other and therefore influence the
communication pattern. For modeling purposes, researchers use hypothetical network
structures to represent real-world interactions.
The nodes or agents are called vertices, and the links or relationships are called
edges in network terminology. To mimic a realistic social network structure, the
topology has to have certain realistic properties [44]. First, the average distance
between any two agents should be small. This is also referred to as the small-world
property or more popularly as "Six degrees of separation" (where any two random
individuals on the planet are connected to each other by no more than six intermediate
acquaintances). Second, friends of an individual are more likely to be friends of each
other. This property is also called clustering. Third, the number of links an agent
can have is highly skewed. Some agents can have large number of links whereas some
others may have very few links. These well-connected agents act as hubs of social
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interaction. We review some of the network topologies commonly used in network
modeling.
Random Network
Random networks or random graphs represent a large and complex network in which
each agent is randomly connected to others [45]. Suppose there are N people in the
world and each have q number of acquaintances, then there are 1/2Nq connections
between them. The network is constructed by drawing 1/2Nq links between randomly
chosen pairs of agents. An example of random network is depicted in Figure 4-1. The
degree of clustering in random networks is very low but relative simplicity and small-
world properties makes it ideal for certain studies. For example, such networks are
used to study diffusion of sexually transmitted diseases.
Figure 4-1: Random Network
Scale-free Network
Scale-free networks are an extension of random networks where all agents do not
have the same number of links [45]. Some agents are highly influential and therefore
they are more well-connected than others. Agents with few links are many but a few
agents have a very large number of links. Such characteristics are often visible in real
networks such as World Wide Web (WWW), and airline routing. A diagram of a
scale-free network is shown in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2: Scale-free Network
Cellular Automata Network
A Cellular Automata(CA) (Figure 4-3), also known as two-dimensional lattice, defines
the neighborhood in grid spaces of four, eight or more neighbors. This pseudo-spacial
structure has high clustering property but agents are constrained to communicate
with a fixed set of other agents. This network also lacks small-world property and
the hub characteristics. Typically cellular automata are used to describe growth of
cities and herding behavior.
*
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Figure 4-3: Cellular Automata Network
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Small-world Network
Watts and Strogatz [46] originally proposed small-world networks to incorporate the
best of cellular automata and random networks. Starting with a ring lattice, the
network is constructed by randomly connecting agents with probability p(O < p <
1). The resulting network (Figure 4-4) has small-world properties and local clustering
properties. This topology therefore overcomes the shortcoming of lattice network and
random network. Such topology can be seen in film actor acquaintances and power
grid network.
Figure 4-4: Small-World Network
4.2.3 Simulation Studies on the Effects of Heterogeneity
Over the last decade there has been increasing use of agent-based modeling in diffusion
research. These simulation based studies have focused on extending our understand-
ing of diffusion dynamics.
How does individual heterogeneity affect innovation diffusion? Some questions
like this are hard to answer intuitively. Consumer heterogeneity in price, brand, per-
formance, and income have been incorporated in diffusion models ([36], [37], [38],
[39]) but they do not answer how they affect diffusion. One of the key strengths
of agent based modeling is the ability to easily incorporate heterogeneity in individ-
ual attributes, but there are very few studies particularly examining the effects of
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heterogeneity on diffusion.
The common practice, we observe, in developing the agent environment is to
randomly vary the agent density, the average number of links between agents and the
placement of initial adopters. The number of initial adopters are randomly chosen and
rest of the agents depict potential adopters. During simulation, an agent examines
the adoption status of its neighbours at each time step and if the ratio of adopters
to the total number of neighbours exceeds a certain threshold then that agent adopts
the product with a certain constant probability. The simulation is continued until
the model reaches equilibrium i.e. when there are no new adopters.
Delre et al. [47] compare heterogeneity and homogeneity in adoption thresholds.
The model is constructed in such a way that an agent decides to adopt based on indi-
vidual preference and social influence. Individual preference depends on the agent's
evaluation of the quality of product whereas social influence refers to the agent's
susceptibility to adopt based on its neighbors adoption status. Heterogeneity is in-
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Figure 4-5: Diffusion S-curves by varying heterogeneity in population
Source: Delre, Jager and Janssen [47]
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corporated by varying the adoption thresholds. Experiments with varying degrees
of heterogeneity reveal that diffusion is always faster than in the homogeneous case.
Figure 4-5 shows the differences in diffusion curves between homogeneous and hetero-
geneous cases. Increase in heterogeneity shifts the diffusion curve to the left indicating
faster diffusion.
Rahmandad and Sterman [48] conducted experiments comparing agent-based mod-
eling and differential equation modeling in context of contagious diseases. They divide
the population into SEIR(Susceptible Exposed, Infected and Removed) groups and
introduce heterogeneity in terms of contact frequency. They find that heterogeneity
in contact frequency accelerates spread of the disease initially, but as high contact
frequency individuals are removed from the susceptible population the epidemic slows
down. The peak prevalence of the disease is smaller and also the epidemic ends sooner.
Comparing to the homogeneous case, heterogeneity causes faster take-off.
4.2.4 Simulation Studies on the Effects of Network Structure
How do different network structures affect the speed of diffusion? Understanding
topological effects on diffusion is of particular interest to marketing managers, because
market structure varies with the type of product. The knowledge of diffusion patterns
help in devising marketing strategies for launching and promoting a new product.
Delre et al. [47], Kuandykov and Sokolov [49], Bohlmann et al. [44] have compared
the effects of network topologies on diffusion.
Delre et al. [47] show that the speed of diffusion varies with the degree of ran-
domness of the network structure. The adoption decision in their model is based on
individual quality preferences and social influences. They compare diffusion speeds in
random, small-world and scale-free networks. They show that diffusion speeds up in
highly clustered networks and slows down in a random network. This is because the
social influence that persuades an agent to adopt is stronger in clustered networks and
is weaker in a random network. They further augment the social influence parameter
to include large personal network(friends of friends) effect, and show that diffusion
slows down in random networks and has very little effect in clustered networks like
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small-world and scale-free.
Kuandykov and Sokolov [49] studied the speed of diffusion in random networks
and scale-free networks. They formulated their model in such a way that the adoption
probability of an agent varies depending on the fraction of adopters in the agent's
neighborhood. They choose adoption probability of 0.95 when 80% of the neighbors
have adopted and 0.01 when only 20% have adopted. They compare random networks
in three different experimental setups. The first setup, case A, has just one random
network. The second setup, case B, has three random networks linked in a serial
fashion. In the third setup, case C, three random networks are connected in circular
links. Links between networks are sparsely connected. The diffusion of innovation
S-curve obtained for these three setups vary significantly. Case A has a long take-
off time and takes longer to reach equilibrium (all agents adopted). This can be
attributed to lack of clustering in random networks. On the other hand, they show
that clustering in case B and case C speeds up diffusion. They also show that diffusion
speed depends on who is the initial adopter in a clustered/scale-free network. If the
hubs of the scale-free network are the initial adopters, then diffusion is much quicker
than any other node being the initial adopter.
Bohlmann et al. [44] have performed a comprehensive simulation study compar-
ing random, scale-free, cellular and small-world network topologies. They too confirm
that clustering accelerates diffusion and that the initial location of early adopters af-
fect the speed of diffusion differently in various network structures. They further stud-
ied the effect of adoption threshold (percentage of adopters in one's neighborhood). A
higher adoption threshold implies more difficulty in spreading the innovation. They
found that the peak adoption times as well as the adoption curve differ significantly
with higher adoption thresholds. With a higher adoption threshold, time to gain crit-
ical mass is greater and therefore the diffusion pattern varies with network structure.
In random networks, the innovation fails to diffuse if the adoption threshold is high,
whereas in clustered networks the magnitude and peak time varies. Therefore they
conclude that the network structure is key to determining the pattern and timing of
innovation diffusion.
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4.2.5 Simulation Studies on the Effects of Social Influence
Social Influence is an intriguing phenomenon. Diffusion researchers have been unrav-
eling the mysteries of social influence on innovation diffusion. The effect of commu-
nication and social influence at micro-level has been a point of interest in the recent
years.
Strong versus weak ties
Granovetter's [9] theory of "strength of weak ties" postulates that individuals are
often influenced by others with whom they have tenuous or even random relationships.
Such influences are termed as "weak ties" and are distinguished from the more stable,
frequent, and intimate "strong ties" interactions. Although the absolute impact of
weak ties may not be predominant, its significance arises from the potential to unlock
or expose interpersonal networks to external influences and thus pave way for spread
of information (Goldenberg et al. [50]). Both strong ties and weak ties have an
impact on diffusion but their relative impact on diffusion is hard to answer without
modeling.
Building on Granovetter's theory, Goldenberg et al. [50] use cellular automata
to investigate the effects of strong ties and weak ties on the aggregate growth of
information propagation. They construct their model with individuals having strong
ties among the members of the same network and weak ties with members of other
networks. An individual is said to be informed if he/she has received the relevant
information else the individual is in uninformed state. The probability of an individual
becoming informed is based on the probabilities of word of mouth influence(strong
ties and weak ties) and external influence(advertising). Their main observations are
that the influence of weak ties is at least as strong as the influence of strong ties and
that the increase in advertising has very minimal impact on the strong and weak tie
influences. They conclude that both type of social influence have a larger impact on
information dissemination than advertising.
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Opinion Leadership
Opinion leaders are early adopter who influence other's attitude and behavior towards
innovation (Rogers [1]). There have been several studies that confirm opinion leaders
role in acceleration of diffusion. Characteristics of opinion leaders have been well
documented by Rogers [1]. Opinion leaders have greater exposure to mass media and
their central position in the network leads to greater interpersonal influence. Inter-
personal influence is broadly categorized into informational and normative influence.
Informational influence refers to human tendency to accept information from others
as evidence of reality. On the other hand, normative influence refers to conformance
in order to be liked or accepted by others. But questions like what characteristics of
an opinion leader have greater impact on diffusion are hard to answer by empirical
studies. Agent based modeling is well suited to answer such questions.
Delre et al. [51] investigate the effectiveness of opinion leaders in consumer market.
They construct an agent-based model in which the agent's adoption decision is based
on the sum of social utility and individual utility. Social utility is a function of
normative influences whereas individual utility is a function of individual quality
preferences. In their experiments, varying thresholds of normative influence in scale-
free networks they find that higher levels of thresholds lead to lower levels of diffusion,
but if the hubs are widely connected then diffusion is higher. They show that hub
characteristics play an important role in diffusion and absence of hubs may require
direct to consumer advertising to help diffusion.
van Eck et al. [52] include informational influence in addition to normative in-
fluence in an agent's adoption decision. They find that the speed of information
and product diffusion depends on the opinion leader's capability to judge and com-
municate information regarding the product quality. Therefore they conclude that
informational influence has a dominant effect on diffusion than normative influence.
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Negative Word-of-Mouth Effect
The role of positive word-of-mouth communication has long been acknowledged in dif-
fusion modeling. However, negative word-of-mouth and consumer resistance to adopt
are less visible in aggregate sales data. Negative word-of-mouth could be generated
due to consumer dissatisfaction with the product or consumers' reluctance to aban-
don a familiar technology. The need to acquire new skills to utilize a product could
also lead to consumer resistance. Opinion leaders who oppose change and spread
negative word-of-mouth are called resistance leaders. There is no doubt that negative
word-of-mouth hampers diffusion, but questions like how do resistance leaders affect
the market potential or how can managers offset the effect of negative word-of-mouth
can be answered by agent-based modeling.
Moldovan and Goldenberg [53] use cellular automata modeling to study the effect
of resistance leaders. They model the resistance leaders dynamics by incorporating
three states in consumer(uninformed, adopter, and resister) to represent the adoption
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
t
-- OL - RL -- OL+RL -- no OL RL
Figure 4-6: Comparison of adoption curves in cases of OL(opinion
RL(resistance leaders only), OL + RL, and no OL and RL
Source: Moldovan and Goldenberg [53]
leaders only),
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status. Uninformed consumers do not spread any word-of-mouth, adopters spread
positive word-of-mouth and resisters spread negative word-of-mouth. They model
opinion leaders and resistance leaders to influence ordinary consumers. Adoption
occurs at a certain probability due to positive word-of-mouth, advertising or negative
word-of-mouth. They find that the opinion leaders do not increase the market size
but resistance leaders negatively affect the market size significantly (Figure 4-6) and
the resistance leaders effect is proportional to their relative number and strength of
their social influence. In order to over come the effect of negative word-of-mouth, they
recommend pre-activating the opinion leaders prior to initiating advertising efforts.
4.3 Discussion
Agent-based modeling is still in its infancy but it is evidently creating a new direction
in diffusion modeling. Agent based models can capture complex system phenomena in
contrast to restricted individual models or aggregate diffusion models. In our research
review, agent-based models have yielded deeper insights in diffusion process such as
effects of heterogeneity, effects of network structures, strong and weak ties, opinion
leadership and negative word-of-mouth.
Limitations of agent-based models. There are several limitations of agent-
based modeling. Firstly, models have to be built for each and every purpose. Gener-
alization is not possible so every application needs to define its own constraints and
scope. Secondly, agent based models mimic complex human behavior and psychology
which are often hard to quantify, calibrate and justify. Thirdly, these models are
compute intensive and time consuming. Analysing diffusion at individual-level in-
corporating multiple dimensions of heterogeneity is computationally expensive than
aggregate-level (Bonabeau [35]). Finally, agent based models are not predictive mod-
els and therefore should be used for its explanatory purposes (Garcia [41]).
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Chapter 5
New Frontiers in Diffusion
Modeling
Diffusion models are increasingly used in marketing for its ability to capture the
life-cycle dynamics of a new product. So far, we reviewed diffusion models based
on aggregate and individual-level modeling approach. Aggregate models are suitable
for forecasting sales, assessing marketing efforts, projecting multi-technology interac-
tions, and determining cross-country effects on product diffusion. Individual mod-
els are more suitable for explaining underlying dynamics of diffusion and answering
what-if kind of questions. For over 50 years, diffusion modeling has been researched
extensively and we believe that this field of study has much more to offer.
Peres et al. [8] in their recent review of diffusion models identify areas that are un-
der researched. They draw attention towards issues in product life-cycle management,
competition analysis, cross-country interactions, and network externalities. Besides
these under researched areas, we believe that some of the modeling issues related to
multiple products within a product family needs attention. Although multi-product
diffusion has been extensively researched, diffusion of products within the same family
exhibit unique patterns.
Usually, firms have multiple products in their portfolio targeting several market
segments. Managers have a challenging job in terms of managing multiple product
pipelines and dealing with varying product life-cycles. Most common questions that
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bother managers are when to add a new product in the portfolio and when to take
an old product off the shelf. To answer such questions, one has to look at the bigger
picture of the entire product family and examine the interactions between products.
In this chapter, we analyse issues related to diffusion of multiple product within
product families.
5.1 Diffusion of Product Families
More often than not, firms roll out multiple products to stay competitive in the mar-
ket. Market demand for variety and freshness shorten product life-cycles (Sanderson
and Uzumeri [54]). A quick search on the internet for Sedans results in five different
models from Toyota and each model has at least three variants. So why do compa-
nies roll out so many models and so many variations? Sanderson and Uzumeri argue
that market demands frequent product innovation and extensive product diversifica-
tion. To cater to this demand, companies roll out product variations so as to remain
profitable.
Products that share a common platform but have specific features and function-
ality to cater to different customer needs are said to be part of a "product family"
(Utterback and Meyer [55]). The common design components shared by these prod-
ucts are referred as the "product platform" [55]. Companies share technologies within
a product family to better utilize the innovation. Developing a common platform con-
tributes to improved manufacturing, efficient supply-chain, and easy servicing [55].
Diffusion researchers have analyzed the interactions between technologies (see sec-
tion 3.3) but interactions between products within a same product family have dif-
ferent dynamics. The dynamics differ because these products are all developed and
released by the same company. The company has more control over the product in-
teractions as well as their life-cycle. Sanderson and Uzumeri analyzed and identified
different diffusion patterns in product families.
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5.1.1 Diffusion Patterns of Product Families
Every product within a product family has its own life-cycle. Aggregating individ-
ual product sales yield the product family diffusion curve. Diffusion pattern varies
depending on the type of product. Sanderson and Uzumeri identified patterns in
product family life-cycle and classified them depending on the type of product. They
proposed a model variety-change framework to analyze the evolution and diffusion of
product families. The four distinct diffusion patterns are shown in Figure 5-1.
Commodity Diffusion Pattern
According to Sanderson and Uzumeri, commodities such as chemical feedstock and
carbon black have no product variety because there are no design alternatives or
Variety-Intensive
Commodity
Slow
Dynamic
Change-Intensive
Rapid
Rate of Serial Model
Figure 5-1: Patterns of Product Model Evolution
Source: Sanderson and Uzumeri [54]
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customers do not accept change. The product family is composed of a series of
products with no variations or alternatives. The diffusion curve for such product
family is shown in the lower left quadrant of Figure 5-1. This aggregate commodity
diffusion curve is similar to the several other single product diffusion curves which we
have seen so far. Now considering that managers have to deal with multiple product
families, the diffusion pattern of these multiple product families can be thought of
aggregation of simple single product family curves.
Variety-Intensive Diffusion Pattern
Products such as lightbulbs and hand tools have many variety and long product life.
For example, the number of variants in fluorescent lightbulbs from GE Lighting is far
too many. They vary in shape, size, wattage and luminosity. The product life of these
bulbs may vary depending on the design or technology. At any point of time, multiple
product varieties exist, capturing a small portion of the market. The diffusion curve
for such product family is shown as the variety-intensive pattern in the upper left
quadrant of Figure 5-1. Every product contributes an incremental or additive change
to the product family. Adding new variants or dropping old one can significantly
affect the diffusion curve. Marketing managers often rely on their wisdom and past
experience to make judgement while adding new products or dropping old ones.
Change-Intensive Diffusion Pattern
Certain products are replaced regularly such as microprocessors and operating sys-
tems. These products are said to be change-intensive and often have very little variety.
For example, Intel develops microprocessors based on new architecture every thirty-
six months since consumers demand change in performance and speed. On the other
hand, product revisions are often seen in software products. Microsoft's new operat-
ing system releases are often followed by multiple revisions of software updates. The
diffusion curve for such product family is shown as change-intensive pattern in the
lower right quadrant of Figure 5-1. This change-intensive pattern is aggregation of
new product generation or product revision diffusion curves.
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Dynamic Diffusion Pattern
Products such as cameras and automobiles have a lot of variety and changes in design
occur often. The product life-cycles are shorter and many variants of the product are
available simultaneously. The diffusion pattern for such product family is depicted
as the dynamic pattern in the upper right quadrant of Figure 5-1. Diffusion pattern
could be unique for every product family and the pattern across multiple families
could vary widely.
5.1.2 Diffusion Modeling of Product Families
Modeling product family diffusion has several managerial applications. Forecasting
sales and predicting penetration curve of the product family can aid managers in new
product planning and decision making. Managers can effectively manage organization
structure, resource, capacity, and supply-chain. Diffusion modeling can help managers
to make strategic decisions related to product introduction and product end-of-life.
Furthermore, models can also provide inputs to investment, pricing, advertising, and
product development decisions.
Sanderson and Uzumeri's model variety-change framework is useful in understand-
ing the diffusion patterns of product families. The type of product determines the
type of product family diffusion pattern. Each diffusion pattern has a different im-
plication on the firm's internal structure and operation. Success of one product in a
product family influences success of other products within the family. Moreover the
intensity of the product family diffusion curve depends largely on the success of the
individual product. On the other hand, failure of one product could tarnish the image
of the entire product family. For instance, Intel's Itanium product family is not as
successful as the Xeon product family because initial Itanium products did not live
up customer expectations.
In what follows we closely examine suitability of multi-technology interaction mod-
els (described in section 3.3) and agent based models (described in section 4.2) for
modeling product family diffusion.
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Technology Substitution Models. These models are based on the premise that
newer technology replaces older technology. Some of the significant substitution
models are Fisher-Pry Model, Blackman Model, and Sharif and Kabir Model.
In product families, we often find that newer products are introduced to replace
older products. But these models are suitable when there are no generational
dynamics or inter-product interactions. In commodity product families, varia-
tions in product are non-existent and design components are not shared among
products. Therefore these models are suitable for modeling substitution in com-
modity product families.
Norton-Bass Model. This model estimates demand for multiple successive gener-
ations of products. The model assumes that a newer generation of product
replaces the older generation and also expands the market. This model is suit-
able for modeling change-intensive product families, where products display
generational dynamics. But this model does not account for favorable, unfavor-
able or neutral influences of other products. Moreover, the model is structured
in such a way that the later generation always reduces the sales of an earlier
one. Such constraints limit practical applications of this model.
Pistorius and Utterback's Lotka-Volterra Model. Multi-mode interaction be-
tween products can be modeled by Pistorius and Utterback's modified Lotka-
Volterra set of equations. This model has been shown to be sufficiently general
and can describe linear, exponential, Pearl, Gompertz, substitution, and oscil-
latory behaviors [28]. Moreover, this model does not impose any restrictions be-
tween newer generation and older generation of products. The generational and
inter-product dynamics displayed by change-intensive, variety-intensive and dy-
namic product families can be captured by this model. For illustrative purposes,
consider a case where a firm has three products, P1, P2, and P3, in its portfolio.
Three different product family patterns obtained by this model is shown in Fig-
ures 5-2, 5-3 and 5-4. In variety-intensive product family, products are assumed
to have neutral influence (sij = 0) on one another. Change-intensive pattern is
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Lotka-Volterra Model
obtained by modeling predator-prey interaction among each product. Similarly,
dynamic product family pattern is obtained by modeling symbiotic interaction
between products P1 and P2, predator-prey interaction between products P2
and P3, and neutral influence on products P1 and P3. One advantage of this
model is that it can easily be implemented on a spread sheet. The constancy
in product interaction to a particular mode, pure competition, symbiosis, and
predator-prey, can be over come by considering variable competition coefficients.
Agent Based Model. Agent based models can capture complex system phenom-
ena and are useful in answering 'what-if' type of questions. In the context of
diffusion of product families, managers can use agent based models to answer
questions on flow management, resource allocation and consumer adoption dy-
namics. The drawback of this approach is that the models will have to be
developed for each application.
In a nutshell, diffusion modeling of product family has many managerial applica-
tions. Managers require the ability to forecast sales and aid decision making. Both
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aggregate and individual approach to diffusion modeling bring in value to answer
some of the tough managerial questions.
5.2 Concluding Remarks
The underlying mechanism of diffusion of innovation is complex and intriguing. With
the advent of the Internet and mobile phones, information disseminates rapidly and
consumers are able to make informed choices. Social signals or information that
an individual infers from product adopters are not limited by physical proximity
especially with the soaring popularity of online social networking sites, and product
review and rating websites. The spread of innovation in the Internet era poses several
new questions to diffusion researchers. Modeling diffusion is the key to unraveling
the mysteries behind the multifaceted diffusion process.
In the last fifty years, focus of diffusion modeling has shifted from product fore-
casting to understanding the consumer behavior and social influences. Early diffusion
models were focused on predicting sales of consumer durables. The Bass Model is
the most influential and widely used model to predict sales of a new product. It
assumes homogeneity in population and is based on the premise that the innovation
spreads through mass media communication and interpersonal communication. The
simplicity and accuracy of this model is the reason for its popularity. Apart from pre-
dicting sales, this model is used by managers to develop pre-launch and post-launch
strategies.
Marketing variables such as price and promotion are under the control of managers
and can affect the speed of diffusion. Models were developed to incorporate the effect
of price on sales prediction. The theory that the consumers delay their product
purchases in the hope that the price will reduce was confirmed by Horsky's model.
On the other hand, advertising is the primary means through which companies inform
the potential adopters about the innovation. Horsky and Simmon's model suggests
that advertising is effective during the initial phases of the product, and its influence
reduces as the product moves into maturity phase. Extensions of the Bass Model
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were developed to incorporate the effects of both price and advertising. Bass et al.
show that when both price and advertising budget is kept constant, then the Bass
Model is accurate enough to predict sales.
New technology is often substituted for old technology. Substitution of successive
generation of products not only replaces the older technology but also expands the
market. Such cannibalization effect is often seen in products where consumers de-
mand change. Managers have to carefully time the introduction of a new generation
product. Norton-Bass Model predicts the sales of both new and old generation of
product. However, interaction between technologies is not limited to substitution
or competition. Pistorius and Utterback's multi-mode technology interaction frame-
work classifies the interplay between technologies. The sales of the two interacting
technologies can be predicted by the Lotka-Volterra system of equations.
With increasing number of products introduced in the global market, managers
need to understand the effects of cross-country influence on diffusion. Interaction
between countries have an effect on diffusion based on the timing of introduction.
Kumar and Krishnan extend the Bass Model to incorporate the effects of cross-
country interactions. Sale in each country can be predicted with their model.
Unlike aggregate approach, individual approach to diffusion modeling focus on
consumer behavior. Heterogeneity in consumer preferences lead to variation in adop-
tion timing. Restricted individual-level models use a utility function to describe the
consumer preference. Consumers are said to vary their preferences based on brand,
performance, price and quality of the product. Adoption decision is based on the
expected value of the utility function. These models do not emphasis the effects of
social structure and social influence. On the other hand, agent based models are
particularly suited to model consumer behavior, social structure and social influence.
Their ability to explain the diffusion process and answer 'what-if' type of questions
has made them the focus of diffusion research in recent years. This simulation based
modeling approach is not well suited for predicting sales but can capture the complex
system behavior and the emergent phenomenon.
Companies roll out multiple products to stay competitive. Innovation is better
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used when products under the same family share design components. Interaction
between products within the same family have different dynamics as compared to in-
teraction between products from competitive firms. Sanderson and Uzumeri identified
four different patterns in diffusion of product families. Multi-technology interaction
models model these diffusion patterns in various capacities. Pistorius and Utterback's
modified Lotka-Volterra model is the most versatile model that can capture various
interactions among products and predict diffusion patterns of product families. In
this thesis, we illustrate the multifaceted nature of this model by generating various
product family diffusion patterns. However, the challenge remains to test this model
with real examples and data.
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